Sell spare parts
Directly from the spare parts catalogue

Sell spare parts online
Directly from the catalogue
Sell your spare parts in the twinkling of an eye. Optimise your order processing quite simply.
All information about the spare parts is presented intuitively and visually. Your customer identifies the part he needs and places it in the
shopping basket - easily, quickly and correctly. Your customer or service technician will create an order or inquiry independently.
This process eliminates the need for tedious typing of the required information as well as the support of the service hotline.
This practically excludes possible sources of error when ordering and the hurdles for an order are removed.
Simple, fast, unerring, around the clock - that‘s how you want your spare part orders to be.
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Direct order in the catalogue



No tedious typing of article numbers while



No call to the service hotline necessary



Simple, fast, accurate, around the clock

Order
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Next to order details

ordering

Avoid wrong orders


Fewer queries thanks to clear, up-to-date information



Fewer drives for the service technician



Better information capability of the service hotline



Cost savings due to fewer incorrect orders

ORDER

Relief for the support hotline

Accelerated order processing

In the catalogue, your customer or service technician independ-



ently identifies the information he needs. Thanks to up-to-date
and correct information, he does not need any help from the hotline. An order is placed directly in the catalogue system without
media discontinuity and language barriers.
No customer will stumble over terminology or different variants.
Only current parts that are installed in the selected machine are
displayed in the catalogue. The information is unambiguous and
distinctive.
This significantly reduces queries to the service or order hotline, which provides noticeable relief. You spare your personnel
resources through the increasing quality of your data. Your
support hotline can now fully concentrate on your core business.
Due to the increased quality and the availability of information,
the rate of incorrect orders also decreases.
For service technicians, the number of trips to the customer is
reduced. You thus save twice.



Direct transfer of the purchase order into the ERP
system
Connection to your enterprise resource planning as
well as those of your dealers and / or your suppliers

Reduce your process costs, simplify logistics and save cash.
Every order is processed digitally and immediately transferred
to your ERP system. With the direct connection of the Internet
catalogue or spare parts shop to your inventory management
system, you get a solution for a continuous order processing. The
integration enables an automated comparison of all order data
such as availability and delivery date.
The high effort of manual ordering and confirmation processes is
eliminated. The processing time is greatly reduced. You have less
internal effort for order processing and can deliver faster - this
has a positive effect on your contribution margin.
Now nothing stands in the way of cost-efficient order processing.

Increased spare parts sale


24/7 order facility



Display of availability and prices



Increase customer satisfaction



Higher customer and dealer loyalty

The user orders much easier and faster. The catalogue system

In addition, you can offer specific catalogues per customer or

supports him to select correctly the required spare parts and

even per machine in all languages. This opens the door to inter-

allows him to order directly - anytime and anywhere. This boosts

national markets and increases spare parts sales worldwide.

the sale of spare parts.

In addition to individual spare parts, you can offer complete

Use the connection to your ERP system to provide individual

service packages including accessories and tools, which in turn

prices, availabilities, addresses or other information for inquiries

expands your customer base.

and orders.

Your customer needs a spare part several times? With one click,

Your customers and service technicians have access to the full

an earlier order is duplicated and can be shipped again. Orders

range of information you need for a professional order. This

are transparently traceable in the order history, which increases

significantly reduces migration to third-party portals. Because

customer satisfaction and your spare parts sales.

this information and services can only be provided by you as the
manufacturer.

Connection of the cataloge system to
your shop system


SAP-certified Open Catalogue Interface



One-time registration via single sign-on

Connecting the catalogue system to an existing e-commerce

This enables you to create a largely automated and integrated

solution is not only simple, but also extends the catalogue func-

order processing system. The catalogue system is fully integra-

tions to include user administration, access control, shopping

ted into your process and system environment. However, nothing

basket functionality and much more.

changes for your customers. Your users continue to operate in

Through an SAP-certified OCI interface, the catalogue system
connects to all common e-business and e-commerce systems as
well as portal solutions.

the familiar environment. They log in once and have direct access
to all the information they need for a correct and timely order.

Save time and costs

Accelerated order processing
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reusable



Fewer queries & incorrect orders



Relief from the service or order



Shorter downtimes of defected

hotline

devices, machines & systems

Case studies of our customers
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Exact information

Cut costs

Order faster

With the use of PARTS-PUBLISHER, the

With the use of PARTS-PUBLISHER, the

The use of PARTS-PUBLISHER reduced

vehicle manufacturer achieved a reduc-

manufacturer recorded a decrease of

the time required to process orders by

tion of approx. 20 % in incorrect orders.

approx. 30 % in calls to the order hotline,

approx. 20 %.

as the customer can now carry out the
orders alone.

Ordering process
In four steps you order the desired spare parts directly
in the catalogue:

01

IDENTIFY PART

In the catalogue system, all information on the spare parts is displayed intuitively and
graphically. This allows you to quickly and easily identify the spare part you need.

02

Have you found the correct spare part?
Put it with one click directly into the shopping cart.

03

ORDERING

If all relevant spare parts are in the shopping cart, individual prices and availability can be
viewed via the intuitive ordering system.
With one click, you complete the order.

If the catalogue system is connected to your merchandise management system,
the order can be transferred and processed directly and automatically.
Alternatively, the order can be exported into a common format and optionally be sent
by e-mail.

ADD TO
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Contact us

sales@docware.de

+49 911 97759 -75

www.docware.com

You want to know more?
Learn all about PARTS-PUBLISHER - the digital transformation of your service!
Get a 360° service view of your machines. All your information is structured, linked and
digitally processed. Anytime, anywhere, in a flexible and scalable spare parts catalogue

www.docware.com/
spare-parts-catalogue

and service information system.
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